KENDALL GETS ARENA FOR BOXING MATCHES

Milwaukee Promoter Signs Lease for Car Barns.

PLACE WILL SEAT 6000

Kendall has signed an agreement with the Milwaukee Athletic Commission for the use of its 6200-seat arena for boxing matches.

MURPHY NAG TAKES PAGE

Clarence W. Murphy, long-time manager of the Sheboygan, Wisconsin, Newspaper, has been named to fill the vacancy created by the resignation of George W. N. Nag, who was killed in an automobile accident.

DIRECT C. HANSEN SHOWS WAY AT LEXINGTON

James C. Hansen, editor of the Lexington, Kentucky, Daily Constitution, wrote a vituperative editorial denouncing the March 8 Street Improvement project.

RURAL OBSERVER

The rural observer's activities: The high school in the country is planning a fall harvest festival to raise money for the new school building.

WOMEN WIN SECOND ROUND

Golf Companions Play Match in Local Men's Tournament

The women's team won the second round of the local men's golf tournament. The competition was intense, with scores being extremely close.

HEALTH AND NUTRITION

A new report from the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Academy of Sciences indicates that a balanced diet is crucial for maintaining good health.

THE NIGHT KINGDOM

Nighttime activities in the city: A group of young adults is organizing a nighttime photography club to capture the beauty of the city during the night.

HOW TO PLAY GOLF

Advice for beginners: Practice your swing and focus on consistency for better results.

THE WORST THING I KNOW OF

Often misunderstood: Stories of misinterpretations and misconceptions.

BENSON TECH FALLS BEFORE HILL CADETS

Gridiron Warriors Battle on Rain-Seaked Field.

MECHANICS GAIN LITTLE

Military Boys Keep Hold in Key Victory

This weekend, the Gridiron Warriors faced the Hill Cadets in a Rain-Seaked Field. Despite the challenging conditions, the Warriors managed to secure a narrow victory. The Military Boys were unable to capitalize on their opportunities and found themselves on the losing side.

TUCK SIGNS UP WITH LEMON AND YELLOW

Starlet Prep Athlete Begins University Career.

RISE TO TOP IS SWIFT

Retired Leaf Atlet Weighs In at 218 Pounds

A two-time National Track and Field champion, the retired leaf atlet is now weighing in at 218 pounds. He has made a swift rise to the top of his sport.

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON, EUGENE

ROSE BOWL

The University of Oregon's Rose Bowl team is preparing for the upcoming season with intense training. The team is looking forward to showcasing their skills on the national stage.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING

In life: Advice on prioritizing what truly matters.

“Inside Baseball” in the world series not only skill but good “nerves.”

And the stars of the game know Adams Black Jack is a great nerve steadier.

ADAMS

Pure Chewing Gum

Adams Black Jack  Adams Adam  Adams California Fruit  Adams Chiclets  Adams San Sin

AMERICAN CHICLE COMPANY

NEW YORK  CLEVELAND  CHICAGO  KANSAS CITY  SAN FRANCISCO

GET World’s Series Results
By Western Union at the SUNSET

REED “FROSH” WIN TUG

Navy Forced to Accept Exhilarating Bath

Colders Spring Surprises

Elimination Match Forced for Top at Salon

Salome, Inc., now a—since—also... A number of events have been going on in the city. The latest news is that theatrical productions are on the rise. More people are turning towards theater as a form of entertainment.

PLANTING IS AT SCHUMMANN

Veteran Center and Taggie Mix First Practice at Blends.

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, IOWA CITY

A war-time bond drive was held today on the campus of the University of Iowa. The goal was to raise funds for the war effort, and the university community came together to support this initiative.

LEAVE THE SOFA—DRY THE EYES

Men who can’t play with fighting men and want to be left alone are not in their rightful place. They should join the military to make a difference.